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About Matt Granados
Matt Granados launched his first successful business at 15 and since then he’s been
hooked on building businesses from the ground up and the entrepreneur life. Right out of
college, Matt moved to Atlanta to start Pocket Pets – an extremely unique business with
over 70,000 customers! Within its first 12 months of operations, Pocket Pets was
generating major sales ALL thanks to the implementation of effective systems. While
Pocket Pets keeps growing, Matt focuses primarily on his other ventures from team
training and coaching to nonprofit development.
Through the “entrepreneurial” process, Matt has discovered that his real purpose is growing people. He has combined his experience as an entrepreneur
and passion for people to help organizations invest in their number one asset – their people. Sharing the system that helped him and his team do over
$30 Million in sales, Matt helps individuals become more intentional with the time they have, increase their personal productivity, and improve the
organization as a whole along the way!
Matt, like many entrepreneurs, spent years searching for a system that could help him “handle” his life but was unable to find anything that really
worked. In true entrepreneurial spirit, Matt developed his own system – the LP – that he saw produce major results or himself, his employees, and his
family.
One year the “LP system” was really put to the “test”. Within 18 months, Matt got engaged, married, bought a house, renovated the house, trained &
competed in an Ironman, adopted a dog, sold a house, purchased a new house, and had his first child. He did all of this while running three businesses,
serving on various boards, and staying active in the nonprofit community.
Matt discovered that he didn’t realize he was “doing it all” because he was too busy “enjoying it all”. He attributes 100% of the “success” he’s had in
recent years to the putting the LP system to use in his own life. This system is so simple to implement, Matt knew he had to share it with others
outside of his own life.
Matt has taught the LP system to thousands of individuals all over the world and to many businesses of all sizes. He feels most alive while he is on
stage, in front of a crowd, sharing his own experiences to help others reach their full, unique potential. His goal is to bring intentionality back to life and
allow people to reclaim how they spend their days. Matt knows time is the most valuable gift on this planet. He feels that if he can help each person get
more done in less time, more people will experience the gift of a life truly lived “on purpose”.
This section is reserved for people who are SERIOUS about getting RESULTS. We promise results if implemented properly, but remember you are your
biggest variable. The more you put into these resources the more you get out. Period. If you want it to work, do the work.
Select Keynotes
BUILDING YOUR UNBREAKABLE FOUNDATION: Thriving Through Daily Disruptions
Time Management is a complete myth! You can not manage time as it can not be changed, created, or delayed. Each day we have 24 hours and
what separates people from success to failure is how you handle the time you have.
Matt has developed a Nine-part system we call the “LP” that allows you to organize tasks in an effective and efficient way while still living a
balanced and fulfilled life. with an average investment less than 10 minutes a day, attendees are able to experience and extra 15 hours or
productivity each week.
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The one thing everyone wants MORE of is time…time with family, time with friends, time for themselves. Because of that, Matt will walk you
through the exact steps needed to transform your time so you can do more of what you want NOW, and have fewer regrets later.
Step 1- Personalization of a proven system to be used to accomplish that which is important in your life and be able to thrive through any growth,
change, or disruption that comes into your life.
Step 2 - Experience life with purpose-driven productivity while each attendee is shown how to get an extra 15 hours a week in productivity.
Step 3 - Planning tomorrow today in order to maximize bandwidth while minimizing stress. Matt will show how the illogical feeling of overwhelm
can be simply overcome.
Step 4 - Protecting your time efficiently and effectively. Timing is everything and Matt will explain the impact of the time you choose to
complete a task.
Step 5 - Ultimate Execution - Matt will discuss tricks by the Navy Seals on non-negotiable focus time and getting rid of the clutter.
We provide a framework that each attendee can walk away from and see what life is like with an unbreakable foundation. A foundation
structured enough and flexible to handle anyone's days no matter how busy they are or how fast they want to go..
MOTIVATE THE UNMOTIVATED: The Simple System To Sustainable Motivation
Imagine an office where everyone is self motivated and has an autocratic nature. Management would be a dream right?
From Google to Twitter to the United States Air Force we have taught Motivation Management to some of the top individuals in the world and we
have experienced an alarming discovery. Most people know what they should do. Few are able to do what they should do. And there is an
overwhelming relief when they experience this system of Motivation Management which shows a simple system of how to create sustainable
motivation.
In this session, you will learn how to effectively work with others to get the results you both want. We will break this process down into a simple
strategy you can implement today. As a leader, you want to motivate the people who look up to you, but it is difficult to find out what motivates
them most of the time. Our simple and effective plan that will help you find the BEST and most SUSTAINABLE way to motivate those around
you.
Step 1. Expose what is standing in-between an employee's ability and talents and execution
Step 2. Tear down any relational "walls" that may hinder motivation?
Step 3. Discover which of the 4 motivation catalyst we should be using to motivate others.
Step 4. Understanding the 5 universal characteristic of Master Motivators throughout history
Step 5. Realization that motivating the unmotivated properly requires less effort but more intention.
Attendees walk away recognizing what needs to happen in all parts of the motivational relationship in order to stop wasting energy and instead
start getting the results needed in any organization. This journey will be personal for everyone in the audience and will shine light on areas that
if not recognized and fixed, are very costly for the organization.
Simple Steps to Make A Relationship Thrive.
Matt and his wife, Maria, discuss tangible ways of how speakers can help with obstacles (time management, motivation, relationship bonding).
Busy professionals that have one common thread: What makes these individuals successful in their professional lives may not translate so well
(drive, ego, etc) with home life.
Transform Your Team Workshop- Ongoing Coaching - Motivation Mgt.
When Matt engages with a company, he dives in as if he is part of the company. With his TYT program, he spends a full year working with the
team. That includes the research of top problems the organization is facing, follow up, and the four training modules. But the biggest benefit
that the client receives is that he will coach each attendee on exactly how to use his system throughout the year at any time.
For example, when he goes into a Fortune 500 company or a company with a handful of employees, he is the ones that helps every attendee
understand the system and implement the system. If they have any questions they do not need to go to the manager but instead they can come
to Matt when it pertains to how they can use the system. That is for business related questions or just personal use of the system. It is like
they have a personal coaching line straight to Matt to help them through implementation of the system. He is onsite for just four days a year,
but all attendees have access to him via email, phone, and Zoom to be coached through their questions throughout the whole year-long
engagement.
That is why many companies are eager to team up with Matt for a year, because the last thing a CEO or manager needs to do is pay Matt to
come in and teach just so they have another job on their plate (implementation!). All Matt asks of the CEO/Managers, is that you use it for
yourself and then let him field any questions or issues.
As Matt works with each team in depth to fully understand their needs, he understands that each team he works with is unique. By doing this, he
ensures a customized program that meets your team’s needs.
T a k e - A - W a y s:
THE STRUCTURE PROVEN TO WORK BEST SO EACH ATTENDEE CAN BE SELF-MANAGED BY THE 4TH SESSION
Teaches “how to do” vs “What to do!”
Full year relationship with your team
Attendees leave with personal plan.
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Onsite, half day visits for session 1 – 4.
Up to 50 attendees per session.
Proprietary exercises and techniques.
Weekly check-ins by Matt between sessions.
Easily self-implemented systems
Matt's system is adaptable to your organization & industry so you can keep doing what you do best…he just enhances the results!

Select Book Titles
2 0 2 0: Motivate the Unmotivated: A Proven System for Sustainable Motivation
Select Articles
Marriage Podcast with Matt and Maria Granados
This is not your ol' boring marriage podcast. Join Matt and Maria Granados, co-founders of Life Pulse Inc., as they dive head first into the
dynamics of real relationships...the good, the not so good, and of course the uncomfortably awkward. In each episode, you'll learn a new tool or
strategy, take a look at how to apply it in your relationship, and laugh as we get a little too real in the process. Hey, who likes fake anyways?
Motivating The Unmotivated; Life Pulse Inc Founder, Matt Granados
Matt Granados has the mindful intention to make sure no person's potential is wasted, and that every person he comes in contact with, if they
want, is able to experience their maximum.
Select Testimonials
“It has been a long time since I was EXCITED to plan and execute my plan. It feels like when I first started my business and I had all the energy
in the world to attack what needed to be attacked.”
— Christian D. – EO Member
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